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Finding efficient ways of manipulating magnetic bits is one of the core goals in spintronic research.
Electrically-generated spin-orbit torques (SOTs) are good candidates for this and the search for mate-
rials capable of generating highly-efficient SOTs has gained a lot of traction in recent years. While
antiferromagnet/ferromagnet bilayer structures have been employed extensively for passive applications, e.g.,
by using exchange bias fields, their active properties are not yet widely employed. Here we show the presence
of large interfacial SOTs in the bilayer of a ferromagnet and the two-dimensional layered antiferromagnetic
insulator NiPS3. We observe a large in-plane dampinglike interfacial torque, showing a torque conductivity of
σDL ≈ 1 × 105( h̄

2e )/(�m) even at room temperature, comparable to the best devices reported in the literature
for standard heavy-metal-based and topological insulators-based devices. Additionally, our devices also show an
out-of-plane fieldlike torque arising from the NiPS3/ferromagnet interface, further indicating the presence of an
interfacial spin-orbit coupling in our structures. Temperature-dependent measurements reveal an increase of the
SOTs with a decreasing temperature below the Néel temperature of NiPS3 (TN ≈ 170 K), pointing to a possible
effect of the magnetic ordering on our measured SOTs. Our findings show the potential of antiferromagnetic
insulators and two-dimensional materials for future spintronic applications.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.4.084007

I. INTRODUCTION

The electrical manipulation of magnetization is a promis-
ing approach for novel nonvolatile and energy efficient mem-
ory devices. An especially efficient approach uses current-
induced spin-orbit torques (SOTs) [1,2], where an electric
current flows through a material with high spin-orbit coupling,
which applies a torque on an interfaced magnetic material.
These torques can arise from bulk effects, such as the spin-
Hall effect [3,4], where the electrons in a charge current
flowing through a conducting layer get deflected to opposite
directions depending on their spin. This is the main mecha-
nism for current-induced SOTs in heavy metal/ferromagnet
bilayer structures, such as Pt/permalloy (Ni80Fe20; Py) [1].
Interfacial effects, such as the Rashba-Edelstein effect [5,6],
can also generate a sizable charge-to-spin conversion and
can be used for SOT generation [7–9]. More recently, it has
been shown that when SOTs are generated in metallic fer-
romagnetic [10–12] and antiferromagnetic materials [13–15],
the magnetic ordering can be used to control the direction
and magnitude of the generated SOTs [16]. Even though
magnetic insulators have been investigated extensively for the
generation of spin currents via spin-pumping [17,18] and spin
Seebeck effects [19,20], the use of antiferromagnetic insula-
tors in spin-orbit torque devices remains vastly unexplored.

*c.f.schippers@tue.nl
†m.h.guimaraes@rug.nl

NiPS3 is a layered semiconducting antiferromagnetic
van der Waals crystal with a Néel transition tempera-
ture of approximately 170 K in its bulk form [21]. Be-
low the transition temperature the magnetic moments of the
hexagonally-arranged Ni atoms align in a zigzag fashion,
where the coupling is ferromagnetic along a zigzag line and
antiferromagnetic across it [22]. Due to its semiconducting
nature and relatively flat band dispersion, NiPS3 presents a
very high resistivity unless heavily doped or under ultravi-
olet (UV) light illumination [23,24]. Moreover, NiPS3 also
presents promising efficient catalytic properties for hydrogen
evolution reaction. Therefore, its main applications so far have
been focused on UV light detectors and electrocatalysis [25].

Layered van der Waals materials coupled with 3D ferro-
magnets have recently been used to explore SOTs, demon-
strating promising efficiencies and interesting effects [26–31].
In particular, monolayers of two-dimensional semiconductors
have shown large interfacially-generated SOTs [26,27,29,30].
Moreover, it has been shown that layered van der Waals
materials possessing low crystal symmetry can give rise to
SOTs which are in principle forbidden by symmetry in stan-
dard systems, such as Pt/Py [28,29]. However, the micro-
scopic mechanisms behind the generation of SOTs in van der
Waals materials are still poorly understood. It is theoretically
predicted that SOTs with interfacial origins can give rise
to both fieldlike (τFL) and dampinglike (τDL) SOTs [7,8].
These torques usually have forms τFL ∝ m̂ × ŷ and τDL ∝
m̂ × (m̂ × ŷ), where m̂ indicates the magnetization direction
and ŷ points in the direction perpendicular to the charge
current.
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FIG. 1. Sample geometry and typical measurements. (a) Schematic of the NiPS3/Py bilayers used in the second-harmonic Hall measure-
ments. (b) Optical micrograph of a typical Hall bar device used (device D1). The light blue region in the center is the Hall bar, patterned
from NiPS3/Py/Al(Ox); the golden regions are the Au-covered contact leads. Colors have been enhanced for clarity. First- (c) and second-
(d) harmonic Hall voltage as a function in-plane magnetic field angle ϕ, at room temperature (300 K) and a magnetic field of 34 mT for device
D1. The first-harmonic Hall voltage is fitted with Eq. (1) and the second-harmonic with Eq. (2), where the individual contributions of τFL and
τDL are separately shown, with an arbitrary offset. For both harmonics, a constant background has been removed.

Here we show that a NiPS3/Py bilayer device can also pro-
vide large current-induced interfacial SOTs at room tempera-
ture, with an in-plane dampinglike interfacial torque compa-
rable to the best topological insulators/ferromagnet [32] and
heavy-metal (e.g., Pt)/ferromagnet devices [1]. In addition to
the in-plane dampinglike torque we also observe a weaker
out-of-plane fieldlike torque which also is of interfacial na-
ture. Temperature-dependent measurements across the Néel
temperature of NiPS3 show an increasing SOT efficiency, for
both in-plane dampinglike and out-of-plane fieldlike torques,
indicating a possible influence of the magnetization ordering
of NiPS3 on the SOTs [33]. Our results demonstrate a promis-
ing route for the use of (layered) antiferromagnetic insulators
for efficient manipulation of magnetic bits.

Our devices are schematically shown in Fig. 1(a). The
device preparation is described in detail in the Methods
section. In short, thin NiPS3 crystals are mechanically ex-
foliated from a commercially available NiPS3 crystal (HQ
graphene). The exfoliation is performed in vacuum, with
pressures <10−6 mbar, to maintain a high interface quality
of the NiPS3 flakes. Without breaking vacuum, 6 nm of Py
is sputter deposited on the sample followed by a thin 1.5 nm
Al capping layer which was naturally oxidized after exposing
the samples to atmosphere. The thickness and flatness of
the flakes is characterized using atomic force microscopy
(AFM). All the selected flakes for device fabrication showed
a roughness below 0.5 nm root-mean-square (RMS) in AFM
images. In the main text we focus on two devices with
different values for NiPS3 layer thickness: device D1, where
the NiPS3 flake has a thickness of tNPS = 3.15 nm, and
device D2, with tNPS = 6.34 nm, corresponding to four and
nine layers of NiPS3 [34], respectively. Measurements for
one additional device and for different current-voltage con-

figurations can be found in the Supplemental Material [35].
The Hall bars were then defined using standard electron-beam
lithography and ion-beam milling techniques, followed by
another lithography step and electron-beam evaporation to
define the Ti(10 nm)/Au(100 nm) leads. Figure 1(b) shows
an optical micrograph of a finished device.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The harmonic Hall measurements were performed using
standard low-frequency (17 Hz) lock-in techniques. A current
I0 ≈ 2.5 mA was driven between the outer contacts and the
induced Hall voltage, in the first (V 1ω

H ) and second (V 2ω
H )

harmonic of the frequency used, was detected between the
arms of the Hall bar. Simultaneously, a magnetic field B was
applied in the sample plane under an angle ϕ with respect to
the current direction [Fig. 1(a)]. Assuming the magnetization
M of the Py layer aligns to the external magnetic field, V 1ω

H is
given by:

V 1ω
H = I0RP sin 2ϕ sin2 ϑ + I0RA cos ϑ, (1)

where ϑ is the polar angle of the magnetic field (i.e., the
angle with respect to the sample normal), RP is the planar Hall
resistance, and RA is the anomalous Hall resistance.

The first harmonic Hall voltage as a function of ϕ for
a fixed value of B = 34 mT at room temperature (300 K)
for device D1 is shown in Fig. 1(c) as an example of a
typical measurement (other measurements on both the same
device and other devices have similar signal-to-noise ratios
and curve fitting quality). The measurement is corrected for
a small phase offset caused by a small misalignment of the
current direction with the x axis of our experimental setup.
We observe a sin(2ϕ) behavior with the values for RP in our
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devices obtained by fitting our measurement using Eq. (1).
Similarly, we extract the value for RA through out-of-plane
magnetic field measurements, as detailed in the Supplemental
Material [35]. The values RP and RA are used to quantify the
measured spin-torque values that we discuss later in the text.

Bulk NiPS3 belongs to the symmetry group C2/m in
its paramagnetic state [22,34,36,37], presenting one rotation
axis, a glide mirror plane, and an inversion point. Below
the Néel transition temperature, the magnetic texture further
reduces the symmetries of the bulk to a single mirror plane,
space group Pm [22]. Therefore, one could expect an induced
magnetic anisotropy as reported for the low-symmetry layered
materials (e.g., WTe2 and TaTe2) [28,29,31]. Moreover, the
antiferromagnetic ordering of NiPS3 could also induce an
exchange bias on the Py if the magnetic structure is not
strictly collinear or a small exchange bias via a perpendicular
coupling at the interface of the antiferromagnetic spins of
NiPS3 and the ferromagnetic spins of Py [38]. In the mea-
surement shown in Fig. 1(c) we do not find a significant
deviation from the fit with Eq. (1), which does not take into
account any anisotropy or exchange bias. Hence, we do not
observe an induced magnetic anisotropy or exchange bias
induced by our NiPS3 crystals (see Supplemental Material
for further measurements [35]). The lack of an induced in-
plane magnetic anisotropy is in agreement with measure-
ments in devices based on high-symmetry transition metal
dichalcogenide (TMD) crystals [26,27,30]. This indicates that
the magnetic anisotropy as observed in the low-symmetry
materials is most likely strongly dependent on the specifics of
the electronic properties and exchange coupling of the bilayer
structure. Moreover, the lack of an observable exchange bias
upon field cooling the device through the Néel temperature
agrees with the expected collinear magnetic ordering in our
NiPS3 crystals.

In addition to a first harmonic response, the presence of a
non-negligible current-induced SOT gives rise to a Hall volt-
age in the second harmonic of the current [39,40]. Assuming
that the magnetization direction follows the applied magnetic
field, the second harmonic Hall voltage V 2ω

H is given by [29]:

V 2ω
H = −I0RPCFL cos 2ϕ cos ϕ − 1

2
I0RACDL cos ϕ, (2)

where CFL and CDL are coefficients proportional to the out-
of-plane fieldlike and in-plane dampinglike torques and given
by CFL = τFL

γ B , and CDL = τDL
γ (B+BK ) + 2VANE

I0RA
. Here γ is the gy-

romagnetic ratio and BK the total effective anisotropy field,
including demagnetization and anisotropy terms, and VANE is
the anomalous Nernst contribution.

Figure 1(d) shows a typical measurement of the second
harmonic Hall voltage as a function of the in-plane magnetic
field angle ϕ. The contributions by the different torques τFL

and τDL can be obtained by fitting our data using the equation
above, and their individual contributions to the fit are shown
in Fig. 1(d). To disentangle other unwanted contributions on
our signals, such as the anomalous Nernst effect [27], we
perform angular dependence measurements for various values
of applied magnetic field [41,42].

Figure 2 shows second harmonic Hall measurements for
various values of the external magnetic field strength and
temperatures. Here we see that the line shape of the second

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 2. Field and temperature dependence of the second-
harmonic Hall voltage. The second-harmonic Hall voltage V2ω is
measured as a function of in-plane field angle ϕ for a number
of magnetic field strengths B (a) and temperatures (b). For clarity
an arbitrary offset has been added to the measurements. (c) and
(d) show the magnetic field dependence of coefficients CFL and CDL

for different temperatures. The fits are performed as described in the
text.

harmonic Hall measurement changes with both the external
magnetic field for a fixed temperature [Fig. 2(a)], and as a
function of temperature for a fixed magnetic field [Fig. 2(b)],
indicating a change in weight for the different contributions
for τDL and τFL in our devices. We fit the angle-dependent
measurements for different fields and temperatures using
Eq. (2). There we include a constant offset to account for
terms unrelated to current-induced spin-orbit torque such as
thermal effects (anomalous Nernst effect) [27], and use RA

and RP as determined earlier. Values for the coefficients CFL

and CDL are obtained for each individual measurement, shown
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The current-induced SOTs are then
quantified by fitting CFL and CDL, as described earlier, shown
as dashed lines in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), to extract τFL and τDL. It
has been reported that spin-orbit torque measurements using
the second harmonic Hall technique can be influenced by the
aspect ratio of the Hall bar dimensions [W2/W1 as specified
in Fig. 1(a)] [43]. Therefore, in order to better quantify our
results, the values for the torques (i.e., τFL and τDL) we
obtained were corrected for our specific Hall bar geometry
by dividing the torque value by a factor corresponding to the
Hall bar geometry [44].

At room temperature (300 K) we observe an in-
plane dampinglike [m̂ × (m̂ × ŷ)] torque τDL/(γ I0) = (1.0 ±
0.1) mT/mA, for device D1. For a better comparison between
our devices and others in literature, the spin orbit torque
can be normalized by the electric field (E ) applied to the
device, τDL/(γ E ). The torque value can also be evaluated
as torque conductivity σ , defined as the angular momentum
absorbed by the magnet per second per unit interface area
per unit electric field. For a torque τi (i= DL or FL), we
calculate the corresponding spin-torque conductivity by σ =
MStFM

W1
RS

τi
γ I0

, where MS is the saturation magnetization of
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TABLE I. The torque conductivities σFL and σDL [in 105 ( h̄
2e )/(�m)] is given at both room temperature (RT, 300 K) and low temperature

(LT, 50 K), assuming a saturation magnetization of μ0MS = 0.7 T. Also the dimensions of the Hall bars (W1 and W2 in μm as defined in Fig. 1),
the thickness of the NiPS3 flake tNPS (in nm), with the estimated number of layers n [34] between brackets, and the sheet resistance RRT

S (in
�/sq) at room temperature are given.

Device W1 W2 tNPS (n) RRT
S σ RT

FL σ LT
FL σ RT

DL σ LT
DL

D1 3.0 2.5 3.1 (4) 140.7 0.17 ± 0.02 0.319 ± 0.004 2.2 ± 0.03 3.2 ± 0.3
D2 3.0 2.0 6.3 (7) 151.8 0.1 ± 0.1 −2.32 ± 0.08 0.6 ± 0.1 10 ± 2
D3 3.0 2.0 5.2 (9) 144.3 −2.01 ± 0.08 8 ± 1
Pt/Py 5.0 3.0 15.1 7.76 ± 0.03 8.99 ± 0.03 7.3 ± 0.3 8 ± 1
Py 5.0 3.0 112.0 0.0921 ± 0.0009 −0.079 ± 0.0099

the Py FM layer, tFM = 6 nm is the thickness of the Py
layer, W1 is the Hall bar width as defined in Fig. 1(a), and
RS is the sheet resistance of the measured device; torque
conductivities for various devices are summarized in Table I.
We obtain τDL/(γ E ) = (22 ± 3) nm T/V and σDL = (2.2 ±
0.3) × 105( h̄

2e )/(�m) for the in-plane dampinglike torque
τDL, using μ0MS = 0.7 T as discussed in the Supplemental
Material [28–31,35]. This is the largest dampinglike torque
conductivity for all layered material/ferromagnet devices re-
ported so far, which are over one order of magnitude lower
[26–31,45], and is in the range of the best values obtained
using standard heavy-metal/ferromagnet devices and topo-
logical insulator/ferromagnet devices, in the order of 1 ×
105 ( h̄

2e )/(�m) [32,41,46].
We also find a non-negligible out-of-plane fieldlike torque

(m̂ × ŷ) in our NiPS3/Py devices, τFL/(γ I0) = (0.079 ±
0.009) mT/mA at room temperature, corresponding to
τFL/(γ E ) = (1.7 ± 0.2) nm T/V and a spin-torque conduc-
tivity of σFL = (1.7 ± 0.2) × 104 ( h̄

2e )/(�m). The presence
of both dampinglike and fieldlike torques arising from in-
terfacial SOTs are in agreement with theoretical predictions
[7,8]. However, the magnitude for τFL is about one order of
magnitude smaller than the dampinglike torques discussed
above.

To understand where the observed torque originates from it
is instructive to consider the possible current paths through the
NiPS3/Py bilayer. Intrinsic NiPS3 is highly resistive [23,24],
in sharp contrast to the metallic Py layer, which has a resis-
tivity that is orders of magnitude lower than NiPS3 (of the
order of 10−5 � cm for Py compared to 1011 � cm for NiPS3).
Hence, we expect that all current flows through the Py layer
in our NiPS3/Py devices. This is confirmed by measurements
of the sheet resistances RS for NiPS3/Py based devices (140 to
150 �/sq) and a Py based device (∼110 �/sq), i.e., without
a SOT material layer. The small difference in sheet resistance
could be attributed to a difference in quality of the Py layer
when grown on top of the different surfaces, the NiPS3 flake or
the bare Si/SiO2 substrate. Hence, the torques measured have
to arise from the interface between Py and NiPS3; the large
values for τDL observed in our devices indicate the presence
of a very strong interfacial SOT.

Other possible contributions to the observed SOTs can
arise from the Al capping layer. If the Al capping layer is not
completely oxidized, a current path through the Al capping
layer allows the generation of an Oersted field working on
the Py layer. Alternatively, when a current flows through
the Py layer in an inhomogeneous manner, the Oersted field

generated by the current through the Py layer does not fully
cancel and a net out-of-plane fieldlike torque can be measured.
In order to probe such possible contributions on our results
we perform control measurements in devices based on a
single Py layer, without a SOT material, but still capped
with the naturally-oxidized Al(1.5 nm) layer. For these sam-
ples we obtained τDL/(γ E ) = (−0.78 ± 0.09) nm T/V, con-
siderably smaller (and of opposite sign) than the values ob-
tained in our NiPS3 devices. Interestingly, we also observe a
measurable, albeit smaller, τFL for Hall bars based on only Py
τFL/(γ E ) = (0.91 ± 0.09) nm T/V, i.e., without a spin-orbit
torque generating material. This unexpected torque could be
an indication of an additional contribution from either an un-
oxidized portion of the Al capping layer or an inhomogeneous
current distribution in the ferromagnetic layer. However, as
the SOTs observed in this device are significantly smaller than
the SOTs observed in the NiPS3 devices, this shows that the
Al oxide capping layer has a minimal effect on our measured
torque values and points to the crucial role of the NiPS3 flake
on the measured spin-orbit torques in those devices.

We also perform a direct comparison to standard heavy-
metal/ferromagnet SOT devices by performing control mea-
surements in a Pt/Py device fabricated using the same pro-
cedure as the NiPS3 devices. For these devices we obtain
τDL/(γ E ) = (72 ± 3) nm T/V. This translates to a torque
conductivity σDL = (7.3 ± 0.3) × 105( h̄

2e )/(�m), which is in
line with the typical torques observed in literature [32,41,46].
This torque is only slightly larger than the torque found in
the NiPS3 based device, illustrating that the torque found in
the NiPS3 based device is indeed in the range of the best
heavy-metal based or topological insulator based devices.
Finally, for our Pt/Py devices we observe a τFL/(γ E ) =
(76.4 ± 0.3) nm T/V, with a magnitude consistent with the
expected Oersted-field contribution from the current flowing
in the Pt layer.

Even though a significant out-of-plane fieldlike torque is
observed in all our devices, there is a clear difference between
the results in our control Py and Pt/Py devices and the ones
for the NiPS3/Py devices: While Py and Pt/Py devices consis-
tently show a positive sign for τFL, we observe both positive
and negative signs for our NiPS3/Py devices (see Supplemen-
tal Material for more measurements [35]). The presence of
an interfacial out-of-plane fieldlike torque has been observed
in devices based on TMD monolayers [27], with a sign
change with respect to Oersted fields observed in monolayer
NbSe2/Py bilayers [30]. Albeit we cannot completely rule
out the possibility of alternative mechanisms for the observed
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FIG. 3. Torques as a function of temperature. (a) Sheet resistance
RS of the NiPS3/Py/Al(Ox) Hall bar as a function of temperature.
Out-of-plane fieldlike torque τFL (b) and in-plane dampinglike torque
τDL (c) as a function of temperature in the NiPS3/Py bilayer devices,
a Py reference sample, and a Pt/Py reference sample. The measured
torques have been corrected for influence of the Hall bar geometry,
according to Ref. [43], and normalized by the applied electric field
for better comparison among devices.

τFL, such as an inhomogeneous current distribution in the Py
layer, the comparison of the results for the three different
devices (Py, Pt/Py, and NiPS3/Py) indicate the presence of a
non-negligible interfacial out-of-plane fieldlike torque.

In order to explore the effect of the antiferromagnetic
phase transition of NiPS3 on the current-induced SOTs we
performed measurements as a function of temperature across
TN ∼ 170 K, with T ranging from 10 K to 300 K. Our devices
show a decrease in sheet resistance of about 5% with a de-
crease in temperature indicating a metallic behavior [Fig. 3(a)
for device D1], in agreement with the expectation that the
resistance in our devices is dominated by the metallic Py layer.

By performing the same procedure for quantifying τDL and
τFL described above, we extract the temperature dependence
of the spin-orbit torques [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) for τDL and
τFL, respectively]. In Table I the torque conductivities at
room temperature and low temperature are summarized for
all devices. We observe that there is indeed a temperature
dependence of both the out-of-plane fieldlike and in-plane
dampinglike torques; in device D1 the torques increase up
to (3.16 ± 0.3) nm T/V and (33 ± 3) nm T/V when lowering
the temperature to 10 K for the out-of-plane fieldlike and
in-plane dampinglike torques, respectively. For the in-plane
dampinglike torque this behavior is consistent over different
devices: The torque value increases when the temperature
decreases, though the amount of increase is not constant
over the different devices (see Supplemental Material [35]).
We find no consistent behavior for the out-of-plane fieldlike

torque in our NiPS3/Py devices apart from the fact that the
torque magnitude and sign seem to be strongly dependent on
temperature (see Supplemental Material [35]).

The increase for the in-plane dampinglike torque with
a decrease in temperature seems reproducible among our
NiPS3/Py devices, however, we find that the specific trend
with temperature is device specific. For device D2, for ex-
ample, we observe a smaller in-plane dampinglike torque at
room temperature [τDL/(γ E ) = (6 ± 1) nm T/V] and a much
steeper increase to (160 ± 20) nm T/V at 10 K, significantly
larger than the maximum value in device D1. Interestingly, for
all our devices we see an onset on the change in torque mag-
nitude at temperatures near the Néel temperature of NiPS3,
around 150 K. Even though this is a qualitative observation,
we believe that this is an indication that the magnetic ordering
in NiPS3 has an effect on the measured SOTs. However,
further research is required to confirm whether or not the
magnetic order of NiPS3 is responsible for (part of) the
observed temperature dependence.

The behavior of the out-of-plane fieldlike torque τFL is
different for different devices. For some devices we observe
a negative value for τFL that also increases in magnitude when
the temperature is decreased while others show an initially
positive torque that changes sign when the temperature is
decreased. The reason for these different temperature depen-
dencies (for both the in-plane dampinglike and out-of-plane
fieldlike torque) remains unclear and requires further studies.
Possible explanations might be related to the thickness of the
NiPS3 flake—device D1 contains a relatively thin flake of
only four layers of NiPS3 while device D2 contains a flake
of nine layers—or to the quality of the interface between
the NiPS3 flake and the Py layer, which could, e.g., result in
a temperature-dependent spin-mixing conductance. Although
devices with three different NiPS3 thicknesses were measured
and both similarities and differences were found, we did
not observe a systematic behavior with thickness. A more
systematic study on the thickness dependence is required and
is left for future investigations.

We now compare the temperature dependence of the SOTs
obtained for our NiPS3/Py to our control Pt/Py and Py devices,
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). For the Py based device we observe a
very small change in both τFL and τDL, with values close to
zero throughout the whole measured temperature range. For
the Pt/Py device we find a small monotonic increase of τFL

with a decrease in temperature, probably indicating that the Pt
layer decreases its resistivity faster than the Py layer, therefore
increasing the Oersted-field torque in this device. We also
observe a small change in τDL with a change in temperature
but different from the monotonic increase observed for our
NiPS3/Py devices. This strengthens the conclusion that both
the SOTs observed in the NiPS3/Py devices and their temper-
ature dependence originate from the NiPS3/Py interface.

While the exact origin of the observed spin-orbit torque
in the NiPS3/Py devices is not understood at this moment,
we suggest two possible mechanisms. First, the inversion
symmetry breaking at the NiPS3/Py interface can allow for the
presence of a Rashba spin-orbit coupling. This effect has been
shown to give rise to strong SOTs in metallic [2], topological-
insulators [2,32], and TMD-based devices [28,29]. Alterna-
tively, a noncollinearity of the antiferromagnetic order in
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NiPS3 or the ferromagnetic ordering in Py could allow for
effective SOTs to be generated even in the absence of a spin-
orbit interaction in the NiPS3 [33]. Though both NiPS3 and
Py present fully collinear magnetic structures, their mutual
exchange interaction can lead to a spatially-varying magnetic
ordering, thereby adding a small noncollinear contribution to
the magnetic order. However, a more in-depth understanding
of the nature of the mechanisms involved in generating the ob-
served SOTs requires a more thorough theoretical treatment.

We point out that intermixing or a magnetic dead layer
at the interface between Py and NiPS3 can also affect the
torques. It has recently been demonstrated that a single Py
layer can also generate SOTs in an asymmetric stack [47].
These anomalous spin-orbit torques are strongly dependent
on the properties of both interfaces and at this moment their
contribution in previously measured spin-orbit torques is still
unclear. However, the net torques estimated for insulator/thin
Py/insulator structures were still one order of magnitude
smaller than the torques measured here. A careful thickness
dependence combined with cross-sectional transmission elec-
tron microscopy could help to clarify the importance of such
effects in future works.

Below the Néel temperature, NiPS3 presents an antiferro-
magnetic ordering (with ferromagnetic zigzag lines that cou-
ple antiferromagnetically) [22] which breaks the glide mirror
plane and the screw symmetry axis. It has been shown that a
crystallographic (or magnetic) symmetry breaking can lead to
nonstandard spin-orbit torques [14,28,29,31,33,45]. In order
to explore a possible effect of the crystal and magnetic sym-
metries and orientation on the measured SOTs, we perform the
fitting procedure with extra terms representing an out-of-plane
dampinglike torque (m̂ × m̂ × ẑ). Additionally, we performed
the same measurements and analysis with the current and
voltage paths interchanged, i.e., rotated by π/2. Here the
angle between the current and the zigzag line of the magnetic
ordering should change for the two configurations which
could have an influence on the torques that are generated by
the NiPS3/Py interface. We observe only a small difference
of a factor of approximately 1.5 in τDL and smaller for τFL

(see Supplemental Material [35]). As this is reproduced in our
control devices it likely arises from the different current paths
for the two configurations and seems to be unrelated to the
crystal properties of NiPS3. Therefore, no torque components
related to the crystal and magnetic symmetries and orientation
are observed within our experimental accuracy.

III. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we observe large interfacial in-plane damp-
inglike SOTs in NiPS3/Py bilayers. Our devices present
in-plane dampinglike SOTs in the order of τDL/(γ E ) =
20 nm T/V and 80 nm T/V at room and low temperatures,
respectively, compared to 70 nm T/V found at a heavy-
metal/ferromagnet device (Pt/Py). Additionally, we observe
a small interfacial out-of-plane fieldlike SOT of τFL/(γ E ) =
2 nm T/V with a direction that is opposite to a torque from
Oersted fields coming from a current through the NiPS3 flake,
which is in line with the high resistivity of NiPS3 that prevents
a current from running through the flake. Though we observed
a (nontrivial) temperature dependence of the observed SOTs,

we found no clear relation to the antiferromagnetic phase
transition of NiPS3 or the related reduction of the crystal-
lographic symmetry. Based on these findings, we conclude
that there is a significant contribution of the interface between
NiPS3 and Py to both the out-of-plane fieldlike and in-plane
dampinglike SOTs, although the microscopic origin is not yet
understood.

Our results add to the understanding that the detailed
electronic structure of the interface between the spin-orbit
material and ferromagnet plays a critical role on the mea-
sured SOTs and should encourage the development of a
more complete theoretical framework for the prediction of
SOTs using various materials. The large interfacial torque
and lack of dependence on the specific crystal symmetries or
orientation is ideal for highly-efficient SOT devices. The fact
that current flows only through the ferromagnetic layer allows
for the use of lower total currents for magnetization switch-
ing when compared to standard heavy-metal/ferromagnet
devices. Therefore, we believe our results illustrate the po-
tential of insulating van der Waals crystals for spintronic
applications.

IV. METHODS

Sample fabrication

NiPS3 flakes were mechanically exfoliated from com-
mercially available crystals (HQ graphene) onto a thermally
oxidized Si/SiO2 substrate (with 100 nm SiO2). For this
exfoliation ordinary scotch tape was used. To prevent degra-
dation of the flakes and conserve the high-quality interface
of the exfoliated flakes the exfoliation is performed in two
steps. First the tape with flakes is prepared and placed on
the substrate in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. The substrate,
with tape, is transported (through air) to the load lock of the
deposition system. Here, the actual exfoliation is performed
when the load lock has reached a pressure <10−6 mbar.

The sample is then immediately transported, through vac-
uum, into the deposition chamber, where Py(6)/Al(1.5) is
deposited on the sample by magnetron sputtering. Afterwards,
the sample is taken out of the vacuum into air, where the
Al layer will oxidize to Al2O3, creating an insulating and
protective layer for the sample. Using an optical microscope
the sample is inspected to find sufficiently large (i.e., larger
than 5 μm × 5 μm) NiPS3 flakes for later sample fabrication.

For each sufficiently large flake a Hall bar is designed and
patterned into a SiO2 hard mask using electron-beam lithogra-
phy (EBL) with poly-(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA), sputter
deposition of SiO2 (60 nm), and a liftoff process. The Hall bar
is then etched into the NiPS3 flake using argon (Ar) ion-beam
milling; a layer of SiO2 (20 nm) is sputter deposited to clamp
the Hall bars on the sample.

Hereafter the Hall bars contacts are fabricated. The con-
tacts are patterned into a layer of PMMA, again using EBL.
Using reactive ion etching the SiO2 layer is removed in
places where the contacts will be deposited. Finally, Ti/Au
is deposited for the contacts, after a short argon etching to
remove the Al2O3 on top of the Py for better contacts, and
liftoff is performed to remove the PMMA and the redundant
Ti/Au.
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